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... In many ways this UN Session has been a.
frustrating and a depressing one. From the President's
chairý ,.I have listened to many.speeches and during them-
I say this without disrespect to the speeches - I have had
much opportunity for thought and reflection, As these
speeches continued to emphasize the tragic and menacing
division between the two worlds; and as the accents of
confl.±ct and controversy became sharp and clearg, often
angry and shrill, I could not help but think - Vith some-
thing approaching despair - of the distance we had travelled-
in the wrong direction " from those days of San Francisco
in 194f5 when, for a brief moments to use Oliver Wendell
Holmes' beautiful phrase, we caught *a dreaming glimpseý
of peace". ,For that vision there has nov been substituted
in much of our UN discussion the harsh reality of bitter
controversy; factional disputation which seems toadmit no
compromise; the use of vords which turna their normal mea'ning
upside down; debate which is franc, at times, to the point
of ferocity.

It is easy to despair in such circumstances; to
throw in one's hand and admit failure with ail its inevitable
atomic consequences. But it would be f olly to do so. For
the UN with ail its failures, remains our best hope for the
solution of present international difficulties and for peace.
It remains an indispensable - the indispensable - piece
Of world machinery for nations to use ifý and whe they vis h
to. 0f itself it cari force no decisioi, determine no action.
It is no super-state, nor even a court of law with power
behind its judgments. But it is the agency through vhich
co-operatîve action cari best be worked out by those states
who wish to do sot and it is the forum in which the
collective moral purpose and the conscience 0f mankind
cari beat express itself. Above al, it is the recognition
Of the interdependence, for better or for worse, of al
the peoples of the world in which we live.

This irterdependence does not itself necessarily
malce for peace - but it doe,% malce necessary some worJ.d
orgayjjzatîon in which the universal probleus it creates cari
be discussed at a world level.
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